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Abstract 
This paper presents the preclinical evaluation of a novel immobilization system for patients un-
dergoing external beam radiation treatment of head and neck tumors. An immobilization mask is 
manufactured directly from a 3-D model, built using the CT data routinely acquired for treatment 
planning so there is no need to take plaster of Paris moulds. Research suggests that many patients 
find the mould room visit distressing and so rapid prototyping could potentially improve the 
overall patient experience. Evaluation of a computer model of the immobilization system using an 
anthropomorphic phantom shows that >99% of vertices are within a tolerance of ±0.2 mm. Haus-
dorff distance was used to analyze CT slices obtained by rescanning the phantom with a printed 
mask in position. These results show that for >80% of the slices the median “worse-case” toler-
ance is approximately 4 mm. These measurements suggest that printed masks can achieve similar 
levels of immobilization to those of systems currently in clinical use. 
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1. Introduction 
Before radiation therapy treatment, the dose is prescribed and planned by a team of radiographers, physicists and 
oncologists using CT imagery. Recommendations regarding the prescription, recording and reporting of external 
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beam radiation are published in International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) reports 
50 and 62 [1]. The ICRU recommendations make allowances for geometrical uncertainties arising due to varia-
tions in patient set-up, organ motion and deformation, and machine related errors that may compromise the ex-
act delivery of the treatment plan [2]. A course of radiation treatment is usually delivered in fractions and may 
extend over several weeks so unavoidable session-to-session (inter-fraction) variations are managed by adding 
margins to the treatment volume. Immobilization strategies play an important role in reducing margins and im-
proving treatment outcomes for patients with small lesions adjacent to critical organs such as those undergoing 
treatment for cancers affecting the brain, head and neck. Immobilization of these patients is normally achieved 
using an immobilization mask. Typical examples of commonly used immobilization systems are shown in Fig-
ure 1. 

These are constructed either by directly draping heated thermoplastic over the patient’s face or by taking a 
plaster of Paris negative impression that is subsequently used to create a positive from which a polyethylene 
immobilization cast is vacuum formed. In either case, the process, which may need to be repeated to ensure that 
immobilization remains robust as treatment progresses, can be particularly distressing for patients. The Macmil-
lan website describes the plaster of Paris process as potentially uncomfortable [3], but in feedback question-
naires patients have described the process as horrific. Constructing masks is a skilled and time-consuming 
process that can delay the start of treatment. With recent developments in 3-D printing technologies the potential 
to generate an immobilization mask directly from a 3-D computer model of a patient comes. Typically, a patient 
requiring radiation therapy treatment will have had a CT scan and if a computer model of a mask could be ob-
tained directly from the CT data it would reduce patient distress, reduce visits and possibly enable the patient to 
start their radiation therapy treatment sooner. A number of immobilization mask systems have been developed 
and technical specifications and methods of implementation vary considerably. High melting point thermoplastic 
systems prohibit target dislocations larger than 2 - 3 mm while lower melting point plastic meshes achieve set- 
up accuracies of between 4 - 5.5 mm [4] [5]. A margin of 3 - 4 mm is typically used when planning radiation 
therapy treatment to the head and neck to account for this uncertainty [6]. 

Immobilization systems for head and neck radiotherapy must provide an effective degree of rigidity, together 
with an acceptable degree of comfort for the patient. An early comparison of different thermoplastic immobili-
zation systems [7] [8] used portal images to assess displacements. These studies concluded that all the systems 
provided accurate patient immobilization but displacements at the shoulder region were improved by additional 
fixation points resulting in 90% of shoulder displacements below 5 × 5 mm. Nutting et al. [6] review three im-
mobilization strategies for head and neck radiotherapy and conclude that while stereotactic frames similar to 
those used in brain tumor immobilization are the ultimate immobilization option, custom made Cabulite (cellu-
lose acetate) masks formed over a plaster of Paris impression taken of the patient are more popular. Work eva-
luating immobilization strategies is ongoing and recent studies using 3-D cone beam CT to assess both transla-
tional and rotational set-up errors highlight different rotational accuracies that are hitherto difficult to quantify [9]. 
 

   
(a)                                                              (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Thermoplastic; (b) Polyethylene immobilisation masks. 
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Technological advances in rapid prototyping and computer aided manufacturing have brought the potential 
for fabrication of 3-D models to assist in surgical planning and simulation, implantology, neurosurgery, ortho-
pedics and maxillofacial surgery [10]. Rapid manufacturing processes have also been explored as a means of 
sculpting patient specific shields and masks for shielding and immobilization of patients during radiation thera-
py treatment [11]-[13]. In addition to improving the quality of treatment, the authors highlight several practical 
advantages of this approach. In particular, hospitals and treatment facilities no longer need their own manufac-
turing facilities and manufacturing can be undertaken centrally with potential benefits in terms of cost and accu-
racy. This paper describes some of the challenges in fabricating printed immobilization masks and assesses 
quality of fit by measuring the gap between the outer surface of a phantom and the inner surface of the mask. 
The paper proceeds as follows. First we describe the materials used and the software application we have de-
veloped to create physical models of treatment shells directly from the CT data. Then we describe the evaluation 
strategy, present results and draw conclusions. 

2. Materials 
A diagnostic head phantom was used in the preclinical study. The components are made from tissue simulating 
resins that mimic X-ray attenuation properties of human tissues. The phantom detail includes 3-D anthropo-
morphic anatomy comprising brain, bone, larynx, trachea, sinus, nasal cavities and teeth (Figure 2). 

CT data sets were acquired using a GE Medical Systems Optima CT scanner with 0.625 mm inter-slice sepa-
ration. The masks were created using a Formiga P110 printer with PA2200 material. This printer is manufac-
tured by EOS GmbH and PA2200 is a plastic certified for use in clinical environments, making it particularly 
appropriate for the construction of immobilization devices which will be in contact with the patients’ skin. Ear-
lier work established the X-ray absorption coefficient of this material and confirmed that it would be suitable for 
use during radiotherapy treatment [13]. 

3. Method 
A CT data set (512 × 512 × 409) of the phantom was acquired at Ipswich Hospital. A graphics application was 
written to load DICOM files. Attenuation within each voxel is represented by its CT number 

( )CT number 1000 w wµ µ µ = × −                               (1) 

where μ and μw represent the linear attenuation coefficients of the material and water respectively. CT slices 
were segmented using a threshold (set interactively); flood-filled, dilated using a disk structuring element and an 
opening is created at the rear (Figure 3 Top Row). The surface contours are represented by smooth parametric 
curves which can be resampled (as necessary) before rendering as a polygonal mesh and exported in Stereoli-
thography (STL) file format for printing (Figure 3 Bottom Row). 
 

   
Left                                   Front                                   Right 

Figure 2. Anthropomorphic phantom (“Eddie”). 
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1. CT data 2. Segment head 3. Remove holes 4. Create opening for head 

5. Construct surface 

6. Smooth surface 7. Construct volume 8. Finalise mask 9. 3-D print  
Figure 3. Mask generation processing pipeline: Top Row—Slice related image processing; Bottom Row—3D reconstruction. 

4. Experimental Results 
To evaluate the accuracy of the modelling process and to measure the variability in mask thickness, we have 
developed an error analysis tool. The tool renders the distance between the 3-D model of the patient’s head and 
the inner surface of the mask as a colour map (Figure 4). After printing the immobilization mask we rescanned 
the phantom once with and without the mask placed in position to assess the accuracy of the fabrication process 
and to evaluate the dilation process used to adjust the fit (Figure 5(a)). The CT slices were converted to binary 
images by applying a threshold value determined using Otsu’s method [14] (Figure 5(b)). 

Hausdorff distance 

( ) ( ) ( )( ), max , , ,H A B h A B h B A=                              (2) 

where 

( ), max min
b Ba A

h A B a b
∈∈

= −  

and ⋅  represents the Euclidean norm, was used to measure the worse-case gap between the skull and mask in 
binary slices [15]. These measurements are presented in Figure 5(c) and Figure 5(d). 

5. Discussion 
Error analysis carried out on computer models of masks derived from the phantom shows that dilation using a 
morphological disk structuring element to control the gap delivers acceptable tolerance (<1 mm). However, 
comparing values measured by the model evaluation tool and those measured using Hausdorff distance we can  
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Gap (1 mm) 

Thickness (4 mm) 

Signed Error 

−3.60 mm to −2.22 mm 
−2.22 mm to −1.00 mm 
−1.00 mm to −0.70 mm 
−0.70 mm to −0.40 mm 
−0.40 mm to −0.10 mm 
−0.10 mm to +0.10 mm 
+0.10 mm to +0.40 mm 
+0.40 mm to +0.70 mm 
+0.70 mm to +1.00 mm 
+1.00 mm to +2.22 mm 
+2.22 mm to +3.60 mm 

 
Figure 4. 3-D model evaluation of gap between face and inner surface of mask and thickness of mask. Note: Parameters 
shown in brackets refer to size of morphological disk used in dilation step. 
 

                  
(a)                                                     (b) 
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(c)                                                      (d) 

Figure 5. (a) Rescanned phantom fitted with printed mask; (b) A single (binarised) slice; (c) Slice-by-slice evaluation of fit 
using Hausdorff distance; (d) Histogram of Hausdorff distance. 
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see that although in >80% of the slices the largest gap is within 4 mm it can rise to 14 mm in a small number of 
slices. The size of these errors (14 mm) leads us to suspect they are anomalous values measured at the periphery 
of the mask and we anticipate they will be eliminated when an interface to a fixation board is incorporated. This 
feature will enable us to assess the robustness of the system by refitting the printed immobilization mask and 
rescanning on a number of occasions. 

Our initial results suggest that such a system could deliver a degree of immobilization but the difference in 
accuracy between the model and physical realization is a matter of concern. The most likely cause of this is in 
the choice of threshold (chosen interactively and by Otsu’s technique) used to establish the surface of the skin. 
We anticipate that this step will be much more challenging in clinical practice due to subcutaneous tissue that is 
not well determined in CT images. Although MRI is better suited to this task this modality is not routinely 
available for radiotherapy treatment planning. Other approaches to building 3-D facial models such as laser 
scanning and photogrammetry also offer potential solutions that could be adopted a relatively low cost. 

6. Conclusion 
This paper demonstrates the feasibility of manufacturing patient specific immobilisation masks using a 3-D 
printer. This manufacturing technique can potentially reduce the stress and discomfort experienced by patients 
undergoing radiotherapy to the head and neck. Preclinical trials using a phantom suggest that masks manufac-
tured using CT data suffer inaccuracies due to difficulties in determining a suitable threshold to accurately locate 
the surface of the face. Although the errors are small (approx. 3 - 4 mm) in the phantom we anticipate that this 
could be a more serious issue in studies involving human subjects. We are currently investigating other 3-D 
capture techniques that could be used to improve the accuracy. Other engineering problems associated with the 
fixation interface need to be addressed before clinical trials are undertaken and once these are complete we ex-
pect further results to confirm that the system provides a suitable degree of comfort whilst affording an adequate 
level of physical immobilization. 
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